ach one has unique talents and equally unique ways of expressing them. There is always something we can do better than others.

With this belief the new session started with challenges, competitions, aspirations and performances. The first day of the class was utilized in setting academic goals, class rules, knowing each other strengths, weaknesses and the golden rule for the year ahead. Each and every child agreed to “Be an optimistic, gentle, caring and loving towards themselves and others.”

The trail of opportunities and success began when Anvi Garg got selected as the house prefect of Vivekanand house of the Junior Wing student Council. The class further rejoiced when Kirkit Sharma with her artistic skill made a place among the top ten students in the intersection collage competition. A team of six students comprising and Anvi Garg, Simran, Saumil Sood, Dhruv Gotru, Anant and Avi Puri displayed their skills and bagged fourth position in the intersection speil-bee competition. The learning experience of life further grew stronger for the children when a group of 15 students gave a heartwarming performance in the group song competition, and they learnt “winning or losing does not matter but participation matter utmost”

Keeping the spark alive Dhruv Gotru, Upasna Gupta and Kashish Hinduja were among the top ten position holders in the intersection English handwriting competition. Further Anvi Garg, Udit Gupta and Hitesh Goel proved themselves “The mind Bogglers” of class V after successfully clearing all the rounds of Sudoku competition.

Once again Anvi truly the ‘light house’ of the class won laurels for the class when she cleared the inter section Cyber Olympiad and added one more title of ‘computer wizard to her name.

The students of the class also maintained the spirit of sportsmanship and performed stupendously well in interhouse football, hockey, cricket and Table Tennis matches. Pavitar Sheoran deserves a special mention as ‘Golden Shoe’ for scoring the maximum goals in the football match. The proudest and the lowest moment for the class was when Siddharth Ahuja ‘flabbergasted’ everyone with his ‘Smashes and Side spin stroke’ and became the Table Tennis champion for 2013. Simultaneously in girls Table Tennis match, Anjaly Rawat played a fantastic game and was announced the first runner-up.

Yoga bestows upon every aspirants the power to control body and mind. Vanshika Jain participated in Yoga competition at district level and won medal for the school. Indeed a Pompous Achievement! It was although the achievement of the students during the annual sports meet did not yield desirable results initially, but later on in three legged race, Rishabh and Pulkit Jain won the bronze medal, Yuvraj and Vivek, Khushi and Dipakshi bagged silver medals.

We once again savored the sweet taste of success when Saumil Sood, Dhruv Gotru, Harsh Bhonsle, Shashank Mishra, Anant Tripathi and Anvi Garg clinched third prize in the G.K competition.

The gust with which the children participated in all the activities of the class and school is really praiseworthy. Academically, the performance of my students was highly appreciable. Anvi Garg, Udit Gupta, Siddharth Ahuja and Anant Tripathi received the ‘Achievement Star’ badge and set an example of modesty and diligence for the entire class.

Last but not the least the performance of all the students in the special assembly of the class which was held on 6th August was splendid. The assembly was dedicated to the renowned Bengali poet, philosopher, artist and novelist – Rabindra Nath Tagore. A skit based on rote learning ‘The story of parrot’ and dance on “Ekla Chalo” mesmerized the audience.

Going through the long and pleasant mosaic of experiences, one suddenly realizes that time and tide waits for none and all that is left is sweet and fond memories and of course -A great learning experience. I wish good luck for my competent, caring and compassionate children on their future endeavours. Always remember—

“The quality of a leader is reflected in the standards they set for themselves.” So maintain your standards and STAY BLESSED.

- Meetu
(Class teacher V-C)